MARCH 1, 2012

Energy Policy Update
Time: 12:00 p.m. MST
Join us for the first in our new series of web conferences on the state of U.S. energy
policy. We’ll provide a quick rundown and analysis of the latest comings and goings in
federal and state energy policy. We’ve designed the series to help busy corporate
energy managers stay abreast of the high-impact energy-policy machinations that
don’t make the daily news. We’ll cover anything being discussed on Capitol Hill or at
the state level that could affect:
• Energy prices
• Reliability
• Energy-efficiency research and development
• Utility fuel mix
• Renewables
• Carbon regulation
We’ll give our expert opinion about the likelihood of regulations passing and their
potential impacts. Whether you regularly track policy or are a casual observer, this
web conference is for you.
Speakers:
Kevin Vranes, PhD, director of Energy Management Services, manages the E Source
services that are geared toward corporate energy mangers, vendors, energy service
companies, and third-party solutions providers. He was a Public Policy Fellow at
Columbia University and a senior legislative staffer on the Washington, DC, staff of
Senator Ron Wyden of Oregon. While on the Hill, Kevin worked closely on the bill that
became the Energy Policy Act of 2005. He worked on oversight of the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and was
involved in many other aspects of environmental and energy policy.
Bill Horton, director of Analytics at E Source, manages and provides research and
analytical services for the company. Areas of research include supply-side analytics for
the electric industry; fuels; price forecasting for electricity and fuels; regulatory affairs
at the local, state, and federal level; renewable portfolio standards and their impact on
the generation mix; energy procurement strategies; and general electric, natural gas,
coal, nuclear, hydro, and renewable market intelligence.
You will learn:
• The latest from the EPA and the DOE
• Where Congress is headed in 2012
• What the White House is thinking this year
• An update on the California AB 32 implementation
Who should attend:
Members of the E Source Corporate Energy Managers’ Consortium, Business Market,
Business Account Management, and Business Customer Outreach Services involved in
energy management, energy procurement, finance, purchasing, or operations as well
as other E Source members with an interest in energy policy.
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For more information about attending this web conference, please contact Customer
Service or call 1-800-376-8723 option 6.
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